SCQG QUILT SHOW 2019

Traditional Quilts
(one person)








Traditional Quilts
(two person)






Contemporary
(one person)








Contemporary
(two person)






Original Quilts – Art
Quilts
(one person)
Miniature Quilts
(one person)
Quilt Creations
(individual or group
efforts)

JUDGED SHOW CATEGORIES

Quilts using a traditional design or pattern
May be whole-cloth and quilted, pieced and quilted, appliqué and quilted,
or any combination of techniques
Quilting may be hand, machine or a combination
All work completed by one person
Quilts using a traditional design or pattern
May be whole-cloth and quilted, pieced and quilted, appliqué and quilted,
or any combination techniques
Quilting may be hand, machine or a combination
Must declare whether quilt is the result of pure collaboration or was
professionally long arm quilted
The services of the same professional quilter may be used by more than
one entrant in this category
Quilts that draw on the traditions of quilt making, through piecing,
appliqué or whole-cloth but have an original approach
May use non-traditional materials, fabric painting and dyeing,
embellishment and unusual construction methods
Quilts to be an original design by the maker
May be constructed by hand, machine or any combination
All work completed by one person
Quilts that draw on the traditions of quilt making, through piecing,
appliqué or whole-cloth but have an original approach
May use non-traditional materials, fabric painting and dyeing,
embellishment and unusual construction methods
Quilts to be an original design by the maker
May be constructed by hand, machine or any combination
Must declare whether quilt is the result of pure collaboration or was
professionally long arm quilted
The services of the same professional quilter may be used by more than
one entrant in this category




Quilts with both a strong visual impact and a high quality of execution
Designed to be displayed as artwork and communicating an idea, emotion
or concept through the medium of textile and stitch





Maximum size of 30 cm on the longest side
Use any technique or combination of techniques
In a photo of the finished piece (with no indication of scale), the miniature
should look like a full size quilt or wall hanging





Clothing, wearable art or three dimensional pieces
to include quilting in some way
3D items (not including double sided quilts) must have length, breadth
and depth

